Procession

Welcome
Ms. Ada Morell ‘97
Chair of the Kean University Board of Trustees

Star-Spangled Banner
Lyrics by Francis Scott Key
Performed by Mr. Hyunjun Ahn

Invocation
Jackie Oesmann, MBA
Catholic Campus Minister

Introduction of Platform Party and President’s Remarks
President Dawood Farahi, Ph.D.

Introduction of Commencement Speaker
Dr. Thomas J. Bistocchi
Kean University Board of Trustees
Commencement Address
Ms. Anna Deavere Smith
Playwright, Actress, Educator

Presentation of Kean Medal to Ms. Anna Deavere Smith
President Dawood Farahi, Ph.D.

Shake it Off
Music & Lyrics by Taylor Swift, Max Martin, & Shellback
Choreographed by Joshua Bergasse, Assistant Choreographer Elisabetta Spuria
Performed by Mike Baerga, Kevin Csolak, Tenealle Farragher, Tom Feeney, Pamela Gaccione, Greer Gisy,
Shiloh Goodin, Voltaire Wade Greene, Reed Kelly, Ryan Koss, Jenny Laroche, Chase Madigan, Courtney Ortiz,
Casey Lee Ross, Ariel Shepley, Lauren Strigari, Eric Stretch, Robert Taylor Jr., Kathy VanDereedt, David Vijae

Student Reflections
Ms. Rhonda Grindell ’15
Class Valedictorian
Mr. Marcus Nathaniel Boler ’15
Senior Class President
Mr. Gerard Edward Smithwrick ’15
Student Organization President

Conferral of Honorary Degree
Ms. Ada Morell ’97
Chair of the Kean University Board of Trustees

Honorary Degree Recipient
Mr. William F. Loehning ’70
Doctor of Business

Presentation of the Class of 2015
Dr. Jeffrey Toney — Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Michael Cooper, Dean — College of Business and Public Management
    Dr. Anthony Pittman, Acting Dean — College of Education
Dr. Suzanne Bousquet, Acting Dean — College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Dr. George Chang, Dean — College of Natural, Applied and Health Sciences
    Dr. George Arasimowicz, Dean — College of Visual and Performing Arts
    Prof. David Mohney, Dean — The Michael Graves College
    Prof. Rose Gonnella — Robert Busch School of Design
Dr. Keith Bostian, Dean — New Jersey Center for Science, Technology and Mathematics
    Dr. Stephen Kubow, Acting Associate Vice President — Kean Ocean
Conferral of Degrees
President Dawood Farahi, Ph.D.

Welcome from the Alumni Association
Mr. Edward Esposito ’69, ’72
Alumni Association President

Kean University Alma Mater
Music and Lyrics by Alice Leon
Performed by Ms. Althea Nava

As we march forward toward our horizon
Lo, we will trust with pride in our education
Raising our flag of Silver and Blue
To Kean we will always be true

The spark of knowledge has ignited within us
We go forward spreading light to all around us
Our future is clear and we’re grateful to thee
To Kean we sing our loyalty

And so we rally round and stand here before her
The pride of the Garden State with reverence and honor
Knowing our purpose is strong and true

We lift our voices
And we rejoice in
Kean University

Recession
Coburger Marsch by Herbert Von Karajan

American Sign Language interpretation for ceremony provided by Dr. Carol Goodman,
Kean University Assistant Professor in the School of Communication Disorders and Deafness
Ms. Monica Nativo ’08
Ms. Czarina Sarah de Leon Samaniego ’15, Ms. Judiel Nebalasca ’15, Ms. Jessica Pascalli ’15
Commencement Speaker

Anna Deavere Smith

Playwright, actor, and professor Anna Deavere Smith uses her singular brand of theatre to highlight issues of community, character, and diversity in America. *Newsweek* declared her “the most exciting individual in American theatre.”

Best known for crafting one-woman, multi-character plays about American social issues, Smith has been awarded the 2013 Dorothy and Lillian Gish Prize, one of the largest and most prestigious awards in the arts, as well as the National Humanities Medal. The MacArthur Foundation honored Smith with the “Genius” Fellowship for creating “a new form of theatre — a blend of theatrical art, social commentary, journalism, and intimate reverie.”

Her play about the 1991 Crown Heights riot and a runner-up for the Pulitzer Prize, *Fires in the Mirror*, took home Obie and Drama Desk Awards. *Twilight: Los Angeles 1992* won Drama Desk and Obie Awards and received two Tony Award nominations.

Smith’s most recent play, 2009’s *Let Me Down Easy*, examines healthcare and the resilience and vulnerability of the human body. Interviewing real people from all walks of life, Smith turns their words into scripts, transforming herself into an astonishing number of characters. The show aired on *PBS’ Great Performances* in 2012.

In addition to appearing on *Showtime’s Nurse Jackie*, Smith’s television credits include *The West Wing*, *Black-ish*, and *Madame Secretary*. She has appeared in films, including *Rachel Getting Married*, *Philadelphia*, and *The American President*. Her latest book is *Letters to a Young Artist: Straight-up Advice on Making a Life in the Arts*.

In 1997 Smith founded Anna Deavere Smith Works at Harvard. Now part of the Aspen Institute, ADS Works “cultivates artistic excellence that embraces the social issues of the day.”

Smith is on the Board of Trustees of the Aspen Institute. The winner of the 2006 Fletcher Foundation Fellowship for her contribution to advancing civil rights, Smith won a Matrix Award from the New York Women In Communications, a Fellow Award in Theatre Arts from the United States Artists, and the United Solo Theatre Festival’s inaugural Award.

She is a University Professor at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts and is affiliated with the NYU School of Law. Smith is writing a play about education in the United States. She delivered the 2015 Jefferson Lecture in the Humanities at the Kennedy Center in Washington D.C. in April.
Honorary Degree Recipient

William F. Loehning ’70

Bill Loehning, a graduate of Kean’s Class of 1970, recently retired as executive vice president for Fidelity Financial Advisor Solutions (FFAS; a division of Fidelity Investments). He is being recognized for his decades of success in business, as well as for his special and ongoing relationship with the University.

Loehning joined Fidelity in 1987 as an account executive for the insurance business. He subsequently served as relationship manager and regional sales manager for insurance. In 1995, he was promoted to senior vice president and national sales manager with responsibility for sales, marketing and relationship management for insurance company clients and prospects in the United States and Canada. In 2002, he was promoted to executive vice president with responsibility for distribution to the institutional clients serviced by FFAS, including insurance companies, banks and corporate cash. He was appointed to his most recent position in April 2009. Before joining Fidelity, Loehning was a general manager with New York Life Insurance Company.

A philanthropic leader and 2011 recipient of Kean’s Distinguished Alumni Award, Loehning has maintained strong ties to his alma mater, in particular through his involvement with the Sigma Beta Tau fraternity. In June 2014, he was presented with the William Livingston Award for Excellence in Business and Philanthropy at the University’s 17th Annual Gala.

He received both his Chartered Life Underwriter and Chartered Financial Consultant designations from the American College in Bryn Mawr, Pa. He previously served on several boards of directors, including the boards of Roger Williams Hospital in Providence, R.I., and the Insured Retirement Institute (formerly the National Association for Variable Annuities) in Washington, D.C. He is currently a member of the Kean University Foundation Board of Directors and the recently formed advisory board of the Kean-affiliated Liberty Hall Museum. He is also chairman of the advisory board of Make-A-Wish Foundation of Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

Loehning was inducted into the Insurance Retirement Institute Hall of Fame in 2009. He was the first person from an asset management company to receive this honor. In 2013, he was named “Father of the Year” by the Father’s Council of the American Diabetes Association of Boston.

Upon his retirement, Fidelity Investments created the “Bill Loehning Award for Sales Excellence,” which will be presented to a top sales professional every year in his honor.
Faculty Attending

Nathan Weiss
Graduate College
Counselor Education
Juneau Gary
Robert Kitzinger
J. Barry Mascari
Allison Paolini
Rebekah Pender
Medea Valdez
Jane Webber
Eduational Leadership
Kathe Callahan
Leila Sadeghi
Psychology
Aaron Gubi
Jennifer Lerner
Donald Marks
Linda Symanski
Social Work
Josephine Jarolmen
Jennifer Pax
Mary Falzarano
Mariann Moran
Claire Mulry
College of Business and Public Management
School of Accounting and Finance
Charles Anderson
Qian Mao
Stephen McCarthy
Benito Sanchez
Jurica Susnjara
School of Criminal Justice and Public Administration
Denise Bogan
Craig Donovan
James Drylie
Venessa Garcia
Connie Hassett-Walker
Morgan Laury
Patricia Moore
Patrick McManimon
Yvonne Segars
School of Management and Marketing
Thomas Abraham
Sucheta Ahlawat
Janine Black
Rosa Lemel
Joseph McGill
Shangguen Rhee
Shweta Singh
Zhen Sullivan
Valerie Vaccum
School of Global Business/Global MBA
Michael Cooper
Eimear Nolan
David Shani
Veysel Yucetepe
College of Education
School of Communication Disorders and Deafness
Alan Gertner
Barbara Glazewski
Karen Kushla
Mahchid Namazi
Martin Shulman
School of Curriculum and Teaching
Linda Cahir
Jennifer Chen
Nurka Nieves
Gail Verdi
M. Ann Walko
Tom Walsh
Jerry Weiner
School of Global Education and Innovation
Pablo Pintado-Casas
Michael Sease
Gregory Shepherd
School of Physical Education, Recreation and Health
Jessica Adams
Norma Bowe
Gwen Cleaves
Ray DiVirgilio
Luis Martinez
Sharon E McKenzie
Janet Oussat
Josh Palgi
Nicholas Palmieri
Eunice Pchorr
Frances Stavola Daly
Lisa Szekeres
School of Special Education and Literacy
John Burke
Michele Havens
Joan Kastner
Beverly Kling
Barbara Lee
Walter Oberwanowicz
Susan Polirsko
Ethel Young
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
School of Communication, Media and Journalism
Allison Edgley
Fred Fitch
William Kolbenschlag
Cathleen Londino
Scott McHugh
Kristine Mirrer
Brian Oakes
Jack Sargent
Larry Tung
Pat Winters Lauro
Wenli Yuan
School of English Studies
Jan Balakian
Sally Chandler
Daniel Gover
Charles Nelson
Daniel O’Day
Mark Sutton
Mia Zamora
School of General Studies
Karin Beck
Laura Golnabi
Lydia Kaplan
Ramazdalis Keddis
Bridget Lepore
Kathleen Lodge
Juan Carlos Oregarena
Robin Rosen Chang
Lisa Sisler
History
Frank Argote-Freyre
Christopher Bellitto
Sue Gronewold
Elizabeth Hyde
Xurong Kong
Jonathan Mercantini
C. Brid Nicholson
Abigail Perkiss
Brian Regal
Frank Wetta
School of Mathematics
Mahmoud Affouf
Louis Beauggis
Stanley Lipson
Revathi Narasimhan
Wolds Woubneh
Pablo Zafra
School of Natural Sciences
Mandy Bennett
Patrick Field
Daniel Fried
Stokes-Huby Heather
Roxie James
Claudia Knezek
Kerrylynn Koneczy
Laura Lorentzen
Norberto Mapoy
Matthew Mongelli
Angela Porta
Yeung-gyo Shin
Kim Spaccarotella
Amy Sprinkle
Andrew Szalkiewicz
Brian Teasdale
Evros Vassiliou
Xiaobo Yu
School of Nursing
Karen DeWitt
Virginia Fitzsimons
Jan Kaminsky
Karen Moosvi
Kathleen Neville
Traci Sicurella
Denise Van Sant
College of Visual and Performing Arts
Fine Arts
Joseph Amorino
Jennifer Crupi
Marguerite Mayhall
Jacquelyn Stonberg
Music
Tom Connors
Matthew Halper
Julie Harris
Lyn Schraer-Joiner
Theatre
Nicolas Benacerraf
Emily Teresa Choate
Rachel Evans
Karen Hart
Holly Logue
Michele Mossay
NJ Center for Science, Technology and Mathematics
Brian Baldwin
Keith Bostian
Farnum Edward
David Joiner
James Merritt
Dil Ramanathan
Yazhou Sun
Robert Busch School of Design
Denise Anderson
Rose Gonnella
Edward Johnston
Kristina Junkroft
Robin Landa
Linda O’Shea
Tim Riegle
January 2015 Graduates
College of Business and Public Management

Bachelor of Arts

Criminal Justice
Maria Giovanna Altamirano
* Aaron Joseph Bonilla
** Kimberly S. Bremus
Juan C. Bustamante
Jhanna Nairobi Cabrera
Miajjia Danielle Carmen
** Brittney Sade Childs
** Danielle Nicole Adams
Sharonda Antoinette Cober
Kevin Carl Cullen
Christopher DiStefano
* Kevin James Eccleston, Jr.
Shayna Charree Elliott
Tonimarie Giordano
Domenica Kathryn Gomes

Marquis Melquan Lloyd Griffith
* Louis Jose Hernandez
Ronald Brian Huamancayo
Naeemah Nicole Johnson
** James Robert Leavy
Jose Manuel Almeida Livres
Joshua Daniel Marques
Renee A. Mason
Alejandro Matailo
* Joseph G. Melapioni
Deneice Melton
Brandon Michael Monroe
Amanda Nicole Moscatello
Alex Charles Ortiz
Adekunle Abidemi Oyeledun
Anthony Francisco Ozoria
Manisha Pacius
Benjamin Tony Palmer
Leslye Paya-Ramos
* Jude Evans Perera
Yusaimy Pujol
Nicole Marie Sarna
Ashley Nicole Sexton
* Michael Edwin Spring
Michael Squilace
Norman B. Stanley III
Jasmine Janee Wilcox
Melanie G. Williams
Hints Wong
Johnny Arturo Zeta

Public Administration
Shimon Azoolay
Joseph Adetokunbo Badru
Sandra M. Benson Yates
Anthony J. Carullo
Carolina Cruz
* Joseph Max Damiano
** Ronald Tyree Davis, Jr.
Syed Mohammad Haider
Angela Harvey
* Juan Jose Jaramillo
Katelin Marie Lezette
** Dominick J. Santopietro
Kendra Marie Scott
Hamza Fawzi Thakir
* Vernetta P. Tucker

Bachelor of Science

Accounting
*** Caila Marie Augun
Roberto Benites
Glena C. Browne
Brandon V. Chen
Brandon Michael Dick
Mayra Carolina Galarza Revelo
Juan Camilo Giraldo
Karina Gomez
Brianni Nashae Johnson
* Ernesta Jurenaite
Angela D. Lee
* Kara Lynn Lopes
Jessica M. Lopez
Dawn Marie Long-Mackanic
Karen Vanessa McDonald
Clarissa M. Mendez
*** Shannon Lynn Messina

** Shiba Mudambikana
Amanda Lynn Nguyen
Ryan Timothy Olsen
** Vincent John Omelio
Julio C. Padilla
* Miriam Padilla
Darshana G. Panchal
Krupalbhai H. Patel
* Joshua Phillip
*** William E. Steinbach
Ramli S. Xerez-Burgos

Management
Guratulain Abbasi
Natalia Alzate
Oscar Y. Arevalo
Jerard Michael Bananzio
Helen A. Bautista
Christopher Benjumea
Kwincy Evan Brown
Bradley David Butler II
Breanna Darelle Callan
Laron L. Capers
Danielle T. Carsillo
Robin H. Chowdhury
Catherine Cichetti
Andy Citrus
Daniel J. Constant
* Robert E. Dailey
Amanda Ann DePasquale

Finance
Angela Maria Bermudez-Fernandez
** Alex R. Castillo
Andrew Charles DeVivio
Ahmed I. Heikal
* Michael Micallef
Hemini Mahesh Patel
Amit Popli

* Joan Jairo Rojas
Gloria Olencia Schwer

Maria Violeta Del Moral
Gaby Dessin
James R. Dilks, Jr.
Anthony David Dondiego
*** Tabitha Leigh Edwards
* Shehab Mostafa Elgendy
Robert Charles Evans III
Kyle Edward Fedroff
** Patrick Anthony Fiume
* Rosa Maria Godoy
Christina Miranda Hilton
Scott Hordan
* Garry Ricardo Jackson, II
Michael Connor Jaworovich
** Stanley Michael Kedelski
Jared Vincent Kohutanycz
** Gregory Scott Maher
Yianni Maris
Samantha Anne Martin
Kelly Matos Sanchez

7
College of Education

Bachelor of Arts

Early Childhood Education

*** Malini Bhavesh Adani
* Cecilia Elise Caamano
Melissa Ann Concitis
Shanayah Nicole Davis
* Holly Lauraine Friedman
** Keisha Tashii Fuller
** Veronica Gadhok
Valerie Paola Gordillo
* Emily Mona Irons
*** Elizabeth Ann Jones
Lisa A. Kelly
Grace LaSpata
Melissa Lopez
Qy-Dea Anera Nathan
* Jillian Patti
** Tonya Many Robertson
Maryssa Rose Sanzone

Elementary Education

Michelle Jade Aceredo
* Rebecca Alvarado
Alma L. Barrera

Talisha S. Baskerville
Michael Paul Berezny
Valerie Carlson
* Megan Amber Cegielski
* Min Chen
Maria Anne Cioffi
Francine A. Collins
Edna Paula Correia
** Krystle Daddio
* Gabrielle Mariah Dalmar
* Jessica Damaskinos
Farakhan Nafee Durant
*** Meghan C. Faljean
* Jessica Lyn Fennes-Pheney
** Harmony Ann Fogle
Diana Mariela Galindo
* Dana Krystine Gramo
Paula Guerra-Lado
Anne-Colleen Jankowski
Tanya M. Javier
* Khushbu Bipin Kachhia
Sara Jean Kahrman
Robyn Dawn Kurzynowski
Laura Beth Laudati
Elizabeth E. Martin
Nicole Marie
Mastrogiovanni
** Elizabeth Montalvo
* Jennifer Lynn Napolitano
*** Julienne Nicole Orden
*** Rymona Renata Reece
** Sarina Marie Rizzo
Francheska Marie Rodriguez
*** Diana C. Roldan
Tiffany Lynn Sanders
* Julie Elaine Spitler
* James A. Springsteen
Brittany Nicole Summers
Ashley Christine Toth
* Joanna Valdez
Kyle Ames Winter

Physical Education

Jamie Nicole Adams
** Amy Apicella
*** Brittany Leigh Bryant
Ryan Steven Burnett
Matthew Bustos
Nicole Marie
Mastrogiovanni
** Elizabeth Montalvo
* Jennifer Lynn Napolitano
*** Julienne Nicole Orden
*** Rymona Renata Reece
** Sarina Marie Rizzo
Francheska Marie Rodriguez
*** Diana C. Roldan
Tiffany Lynn Sanders
* Julie Elaine Spitler
* James A. Springsteen
Brittany Nicole Summers
Ashley Christine Toth
* Joanna Valdez
Kyle Ames Winter
**Recreation Administration**
Amanda Cathryn Applegate
Valerie M. Babilonia
Branly L. Cadet
Samanta Marissa Clinton
Richard James Cosmillo
Rooks E. Crawford
Jessica Michelle De Leon
Jaqueline N. Ferrer
Lisa Jones
Taylor Bryce Lazicky
Ryan Daniel Miller
Lisa Jean Pignataro
Chaiylah Quinn
Ileana Villanueva
Kayla Danielle Whelan

**Spanish**
Maria Elena De La Jara
Sindy Gabriela Flores
Madeleine Galvez
Cindy Garcia
Johanna Guerrero
Elizabeth Jaquez Torres
Lisseth B. Morales
Maria Fernanda Morales
* Jennifer Ramos
Esther Lucia Reyes Cruz

**Special Education**
Jennifer Lynn Arcure
* Jillian Margaret Asciolla
Christine Marie Baniowski
** Sabrina DeSilva Benicasso
Carley Ann Bollard
Samantha Mae Bonaduce
Debra Nicole DelleDonne
** Suellen Silva Fernandes
Samantha Taylor Formica
** Rhonda Lynn Grindell
Sophia Halkias
** Linda Marie Hoehman
William Robert Horlacher
** Amy Elizabeth Kocot
* Alexa Marie Lentini
* Jamierose Lubucchiaro
* Allison Nicole Lynch
Alexandra Maldonado
* Ciara Lynn Mastrodomenico
Michael Medeiros

* Victoria Joan Menza
** Amanda Maribel Morocho Torres
*** Jennifer Marie Noone
* Kristina Carol Petti
** Renee N. Radell-Thomas
** Claudia I. Ramos
Raquel Fatima Rodrigues
Antonietta Ruffa
** Rachael Anne Sbailo
** Jesica Ann Smialowicz
Nicole Alexsandra Tomasulo
* Geraldine Vanessa Valladares
Alexis Arielle Vazquez
*** Jessica Danielle Verville
* Melissa Catherine Weinberg
* Ashley Marie Wetzel
Caitlin Mary White

**Speech and Hearing**
Jonathan Robert Morris

---

**College of Humanities and Social Sciences**

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Communication**
Babatunde James Abogan
Andrew Lugay Abuan
Kristie Marie Perpetue
Barthelemy
Kelly Ann Blusewicz
Matthew Christopher
Brittain
* Victor Hugo Campuzano
* Laura Lynn Cipolla
*** Nicholas J. Comninel
** Jonathan De Leon
Gladys Frias
Daniel Timothy Geddes
* Marykate Elisse Glackin
*** Danielle Elsie Howell
Hannah Louise Jones
Darlene Marie Justiniano
Veronica J. Kalas
*** Jaclyn Kelley LaSpata
Kyle Michael Lawrence
Jenna Danielle Lehman
Anthony Michael Martin
** Joseph Frederick
Martucci, Jr.
** Mary Dozier-Mendez
Anthony Vito Menza
Juliet Chidi Nwaigwe
Utenyinnone Spencer Okorodudu
Keith Olson
* Rachel Rae Perez
* Christy Virginia Petillo
Kareline Santiago
Marcus H. Setzer
** Michael A. Stango
Sean Torenli
Vilma Veras
Zachary Williams

**Economics**
Victor Alfonso Bellido
Bianca Elaine Dragon
*** Nicole Ann Fields
Eric Marvin Hernandez
Michelle Jasmimine
Panaligan
Nyesha Diane Sanford

**English**
** James Preston Ambrosky
Alexis Ingrid Benitez
* Jordan Ashley Blevins
* Kristen Lee Bohri
*** Quanesha Sherrell Burr
** Eduardo L. Bustamante
* Angelica S. Carvalho
Portia Ashley Charles
Elizabeth Antoinette
DeAmicis

---
Media and Film  
Luis D. Garcia

Political Science  
Andrew Alas  
** Daniel J. Cacciatore  
** Jessica Rose Cop  
** Olga Amatolyevna Provatorova  
Hunain Sarwar  
Devin P. Williams

Psychology  
Judwilka Adames  
* Abiodun A. Adefisayo  
*** Mishiloh Ashley Akturk  
Doris Isolda Andino  
Tieshone Andrews  
** Daniel Antonio Aponte  
Laila Vector Beshay  
** Maureen Bioni  
Christina Bogy  
* Hannah Estelle Bouwmans  
Nadirah Ayeshya Boyd  
** Deja-Monique Serenity Bradley  
Kevin M. Bradley  
** Jo-Ann Breder  
Leane M. Brink  
*** Genesis Calderon  
Nicole Renee Callahan  
Nicole Rodrigues Carneiro  
Nicole Jacqueline Castinira  
Monika Chomik  
Amanda M. Collis  
Caitlin R. Conheeney  
* Nicole Ferreira Costa  
Lara N. De Guzman  
Breanne Marie DeMild James Decius  
** Stephanie Ann Dellanno  
Amy Elizabeth Dombro  
Cassie Taylor Epstein  
** Michelle Fallivene  
Johana Feraldo  
Christopher Flores  
Jenna Goldfarb  
Jheridinna A. Goldberg  
Andrew Christopher Gonzalez  
** Amanda Marie Goodwin  
** Jessica Marie Gourlay  
Lea Elizabeth Harrison  
** Anna Alexis Havens  
Erica Rae Heyzer  
Mark P. Hobin  
** Laura M. Howell  
Adrian Tiese Hunter  
Ashley Nicole Karaman  
** Elizabeth Mary Kidney  
Anna Kruk  
Tanisha S. Parrish-Lassiter  
Michele M. Leatham  
Nicole Ashley Lodato  
** Rosemary Lopez  
** Vanessa Margaret Luppino  
Magdalena Madzar  
Celeste Ashley Magloire  
Kayla Ann Mantovani  
Ricardo Marcelin  
Boris Ricardo Martinez  
Gloria V. Martinez  
*** Antoinette Mastronardi  
** Katya Graciela  
Matamoros Lopez  
Jennifer Dodge McSweeney  
Rhodeline Medeus  
** Ashley Elizabeth Melkowits  
** Kimberly L. Menzel  
** Allyson Miller  
Yvenie Montilus  
Keaira Marie Morris  
Rachel Mottley  
Bryan Alexander Muniz  
Samantha Charlotte Naszimento  
Shuaib Abdul Noori  
Angie Masciel Novas  
Jessica Nicole Oliveri  
*** Michelle Ann Paone  
Jesica’ Alanna Patterson  
** Jeannette Peguero  
Sarah A. Rauber  
Violet Marie Ries  
** Stephanie Nicole Rios  
Sharayne Nakeya Robinson  
Libaneza E. Rodriguez  
Ashley Lauren Rys  
Catherin Saez-Garcia  
Maria Saleh  
* Desarae Santiago  
Francisco Alberto Santos  
Mariel Brianna Scharf  
Catherine Ann Schultz  
** Amanda E. Scott  
Abigail Zis Shnall  
Cassie Ann Sileo  
Nataly Silva  
** Meredith Taylor Silver  
* Sandra Sledge  
Carmen A. Spina  
Shanique Nicole Stoddard  
** Holly Straube  
Eugene Sychevskiy  
** Jessica Marie Tapia  
** Letecia Denise Tay  
Estefany Tejada  
Tasita A. Thomas  
Devin Michael Turner  
** Angela Nicole Valle  
Kaina Sophia Veillard  
*** Flora Jean Velez  
Kristen Vielma  
Tykisha N. Warren  
Maurisa White  
Bianca Kerome Williams  
Jennifer Williams  
* Jessica L. Wright  
Sarah Elizabeth Wysocki  
** Cesar Aranguen  
Alexis Rose Cirasuolo  
** Sarah Louise Cosentino  
Susan-Ann F. Dela Cruz  
Darren K. Dixon  
** Chika Amuche Eweh  
** Julia Carmella Giglio  
* Mariella Gregory  
Nicole High  
Katherine J. Holland  
Crystal Marie Kessleski  
** Maya R. Love  
Dawn Tamejra Myers  
Marc Kevin Polynice  
* Chianti K. Prosser  
Rosanna Scotto  
Christine Valdes  

* cum laude  
** magna cum laude  
*** summa cum laude
Bachelor of Science
Psychology/Psychiatric Rehabilitation

Kivia Heliena Adams
*** Steven Joseph Dercole, Jr.
** Melissa A. Liquori
** Pamela Akinyi Smith
** Ralph Papillon
** Deeann Nancy Snyder

College of Natural, Applied and Health Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Biology
Marwa Abushamma
Adejoke Ajayi
Sergio Almeida
Sidra Anwar
Poonam Bains
Reggie M. Bernabe
Erica G. Beyer
Lauren Ashley Botnick
Babatunde A. Buluro
* Cesar Cercenia
Lawrence A. Cortes
Michael Francisco
DeGuzman
Jennifer Dawn Flynn-Vario
* Ashley Brielle Frick
*** Gianna M. Gearly
** Sarah J. Hansen
Todd Edward Kazzor
Gundeep Kaur
Henry Alfred Kuckacki
Brian Han Lee
Hiroco D. Lemessa
Justin Mairs
Katelyn Marie Marinelli
Michael Anthony Marks, Jr.
Ashraf Makhtar
Rubina Zehra Naqvi
Christine Nashed
Ricardo Antonio Pacheco
Aekta K. Patel
Mona P. Patel
Thierry Pierrevil
Anas Qaddoum
* Marcin Mark Rebsz
* Adrian J. Rivera
Christina Jean Rodriguez
Jonathan J. Santillana

** Autumn Rae Smith
** Fidhe Tebohnjong Tankwa
Sisira Nagavalli Vajjala
Alyssa Rose Waugh
Anthony Paul
Weisenbacher
* Patrick Scott Woolley
*** Shaina Yadav

Chemistry
Marquis LaMar Newton
Panexce Pierre
Jenny Zhou

Earth Science
** Natalie Marie Nowlen
Johannah Elizabeth Riley
*** Cassi Ann Southard
** Jessica Leigh Torres

Mathematical Sciences
*** Katina Maria Alamo
Brian John Antosiewicz
*** Monica Bader
* Kirsten J. Brisebois
* Zara Louise Uy Cana
* Jenna DeVincentz
** Michael F. Diclerico
Nicole Alexandria Galanos
Kevin Robert Herget
Sarah H. Jang
** Magdalena Kociolek
** Shannon R. Pedersen
** William Anthony Powers
Jessica Marie Rios
Stephen James Santner
* Zena Sbeah
Bachelor of Science

**Biology**
Karina Maria Cardoso
Ibrahim Khalil Hayek
*** Ejemen Margaret Ihionkhan
Cheri Leigh Jeter
Ahmad Shafiq Khan
Susana Lopez
Michal Mariusz Majewski
*** Michael Kenneth Martino
Dhruvish Hirend Medh
Josef Michael Mejia
Stephanie Mensah
Elvis Marcelo Ochoa-Rosendo
Zenika Sureshkumar Patel
Bindya Verma

**Chemistry**
Philomena M. Menta
Lane Patrick Ziertien

**Clinical Laboratory Science**
Ashley Marie Dwyer

**Computer Science**
Kelvin Abreu
Nuno M. Cascais
Matthew Cleveland
Victoria Leigh Davis
Naishal N. Gandhi
Edison Francisco Guerrero
Jeffrey M. Mikolajek
Meet K. Patel
Juan Camilo Ramirez
* Asturias S. Roncal
*** Yulia Galaeva Rossikova
** Alejandro Saavedra
Daniella Sarra
Jimmy Gray Timmons

**Health Information Management**
Taqunya DeSmith
Simeon Meryl

**Information Technology**
Michael E. Bodnar
Kris Alistair Bradshaw
William Eugene Cullen
Nicholas Christopher Danielak
Johnny Israel Garboa
John Anthony Harris
Anthony P. Russo
*** Adam Joseph Toth

**Medical Technology**
Esther Edilia Aleman
Jennifer Otero

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

* Rebecca Antoine
Whitney Alexis Averett
Nirali Bhavsar
*** Maren Breining
* Matthew Buenvenida
Patricio Calugay
Amoy Chang
* Jennifer Charles
Fallon Elizabeth Rivella
Chanell Chloe-Marie Damone

**Computer Science**
Kelvin Abreu
Nuno M. Cascais
Matthew Cleveland
Victoria Leigh Davis
Naishal N. Gandhi
Edison Francisco Guerrero
Jeffrey M. Mikolajek
Meet K. Patel
Juan Camilo Ramirez
* Asturias S. Roncal
*** Yulia Galaeva Rossikova
** Alejandro Saavedra
Daniella Sarra
Jimmy Gray Timmons

**Health Information Management**
Taqunya DeSmith
Simeon Meryl

**Information Technology**
Michael E. Bodnar
Kris Alistair Bradshaw
William Eugene Cullen
Nicholas Christopher Danielak
Johnny Israel Garboa
John Anthony Harris
Anthony P. Russo
*** Adam Joseph Toth

**Medical Technology**
Esther Edilia Aleman
Jennifer Otero

College of Visual and Performing Arts

Bachelor of Arts

**Art History**
Megan L. Crosby
* Zenobia E. Montesino

**Fine Arts**
Amparo Franco de Sadownik

**Music**
Mariana Santiago
Matthew James Savage

**Music Education**
** Josef Daniel Ellis

**Theatre**
Wendy Allison Temple

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
Bachelor of Fine Arts

**Graphic Design**
* Sydney Raquel Buxton
  ** Samantha Nicole Carey
  * Caitlin M. Danko
  * Eric James Faulks
  * Liddy Guillen
  Jennifer Leigh Hockenberry
  * Ashley Ann Kellos
  Lauren Marie Leeuw
  Tiffany Grace Louie
  Jeremy David Malvin
  Gabrielle T. Matarazzo
  Jillian Ann McLoughlin
  Franco Rodrigo Mery
  * Jonathan Mui
  ** An Chu Ngo
  * Kelsey Nuccio
  ** Stefanie Susan Osmond
  Amanda Alexa Perez
  * James Carlos Pitaluga
  * Vincent James Pittaluga
  Nikki Lyn Rogers
  Stephanie Rueda
  ** Ria Cristiano Rosario
  Venturina

**Interior Design**
Rachel L. Dalley
* Olga De Maio
  * Lea Rose Greaves
  Samantha Papillon
  Eren Selek
  ** Angela Love Timmons
  Kayla Kristine Tobolski

**Studio Art**
** Yryn Marie Bernal
Belmont
  * Melissa Carmona

**Interior Design**
Rachel L. Dalley
* Olga De Maio
  * Lea Rose Greaves
  Samantha Papillon
  Eren Selek
  ** Angela Love Timmons
  Kayla Kristine Tobolski

**Studio Art**
** Yryn Marie Bernal
Belmont
  * Melissa Carmona

Bachelor of Industrial Design

* Dominick Michael DeLello
  ** Diego Martin Orozco
  Evan William Stender
  Justin Michael Weiss

Bachelor of Science

**Graphic Communications**
Mark Peter Vyacheslav Niebauer

New Jersey Center for Science, Technology and Mathematics

Bachelor of Science

**Science and Technology**

* Angie Katherine Ossa
  * Samantha Robin
  Scheuermann

* Angie Katherine Ossa
  * Samantha Robin
  Scheuermann
Degree Candidates for May 2015
College of Business and Public Management
Bachelor of Arts

Criminal Justice
Emily Acosta
Stephen Afram
Nicole Ann Anicichiarico
Mark Joseph Austin
Matt Dante Avignone
Christian David Bailoni, II
Yenitza Balbosa
Joseph Michael Basinski
Kimberly Rose Bausch
Valerie Betancourt
* Christina Ann Bobyack
Michael T. Brown
Basimah Alia Caldwell
Jessica Camelo
Grace Anne Campbell
Stephanie Nicole Carlone
Daniel Chaves Carneiro
Kyle Matthew Chesney
Steve Lawrence Ciosek
Daniel Luis Collazo
Stephanie Colon
Manuel Condado
Liliana Coronado
Pedro A. Cortes-Moreno
Jessica Maria DaSilva
Michael Anthony DaSilva
Paul Kevin Davis, Jr.
Daniel E. DeBartolomeis
** Thomas Anthony DeFalcon
Michael Joseph DiBella
William P. Doherty
Samuel Junior Reynolds Duplessis
* Nikolas Jon Esposto
Claudia Elizabeth Figueroa
Javier Alejandro Garcia
Joseph L. Gentry
Christiania Georgiou
Anthony Stratford
Giarrizzo
Kristina Faye Gibson
Kevin L. Gutierrez
Matthew Gutierrez
Brandon Joseph Herkalo
Jakim Rasheed Jackson
Matthew James Jamison
* Jessica Catherine Johns
Wayne D. Johnson
John Michael Joyce
Michael Jay Kafton
Khariyyah Khan
Ryan William Kluzner
* Brian J. Koch
Pankil Bhupendra Lal
Daryl LaLanne
Christen Lamb
Tanora L. Ligons
Ashley S. Macias
Joseph Bernard Madrigal
Tinisha Rebecca Mansaray
Luis Enmanuel Marte
Marcus David Martinez
Johnnie Curry McDowell
** Danny Adrian Moncayo
Kathleen Monyota
Briana Rene Moore
Krystle Camille Moran
* Ashley Lauren Mowrey
Dan Wade Norton
Melissa F. Orechio
Gerald Jacob Orehostky
Felix Osorio
Nayadira Pacheco
** Amoreena Rose Paciunas
* Harsh A. Parikh
* Allan Paton
Richard M. Pereira
Christina M. Polihrom
Brittney C. Pollins
James M. Radmore
Gustavo A. Ramirez
Roland E. Reyes
Robert Travis Rivera
Yeudy Rodriguez
Anthony Paul Rubbe
Christopher M. Ruboyianes
Christopher L. Sages
Isaiah Justin Sanders
Noelia Santana
* Peter James Savage
Mark Phillip Secare
** Darien Darrell Seward
Stiofain A. Sinanan
Francis N. Stodolak
Cory Maurice Sullivan-Curtis
* Fredy Taveras
Mariah Anne Tilton
Daniel Jared Topf
Incenge M. Torres
Brandon Rashad Trent
** J. Garret Van Doren, Jr.
Jessica Maria Vargas
Jonathan Vazquez
Robert Anthony Ventura, Jr.
Mark Robert Walton
Michael Vincent Weg

Public Administration
Regina Akabutu
Geoffrey Michael Dade
Katherine Diaz
Alex James Dombrowski
Julio Estuardo Estrada
Fabiola Stephanie Eugene
Christopher Derrick Foulkes
Gordon A. Gabriel
Sammy Haidi
* Dalia Hyppolite
George Johnson
Jeffrey Clark Kaminski
Alexis Francisco Luna
Matthew Peter Mantione
Patricia Elizabeth McLaughlin
David Oyewole Oluyemi
Jessica Philippe
Sherline Philippe
** Shenell Kenesha Quinn
Danielle Nicole Razzoli
*** Raymond Patrick Reilly, Jr.
German Sanchez
Marc-Damon Smith, Jr.
Steve Almeida Soares
Nina Marie Tchir
Marissa Anne VanNess
Jonathan James Worrell

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
Bachelor of Science

Accounting
Victoria Olubunmi Adeyinka
Felix Jael Andujar
** Devin Andrew Baker
Jeremy Elton Barker
Ruchita Bhatt
Marcus Nathaniel Boler
Kevin Dwight Brevard, Jr.
Matthew A. Cataldo
** Brianna Lynne Cerasani
Jennifer Ashley Choynowski
Christie Chung
Katherine Marie Collins
Nora H. Coronel
Andre Da Silva
Kerian Antonia Dawkins
Judson Desir
Leticia Raquel Dos Santos
** Kyle Alan Douglas
Darlean Rainell Dozier
Viniu I. Ekanayake
Mohamed G. Elkattan
*** Anthony Fabrizio
Pablo Eduardo Farez
Christopher A. Farinas
Evan P. Finer
Catherine Florentino
Khushboo S. Gandhi
Levi D. George
William Javier Grullon
*** Jillian Heston
** Elaine Hidalgo
Joy Hoglund
Mekeia D. Jenkins
Ronald Josaphat
Makenson Josias
Michael Eric Kaiser
* Adam Christopher Kazawic
* Lauren Letisha King
Giovanna Paola Larico
James A. Low
** Kaitlin Marie Magadan
Ivan Martinez
Steven Thomas Maslen
Christopher McClish
** Esly Susseth Molina
Sarah Jean Moore
Marc G. Neptune
Jadwiga Anna Niec
* Sheldon Alver-Shae Palmer
* Chandresh R. Patel
Eric Scott Percival
Andres Perez
Shawn Phillips
* Kenia Pimentel
Alyssa Christina Pizzella
Chad Edward Powell
Sumana Prasai
Carolina Quintos
Gladymise Raymond
Allison Rachel Richards
Patience Nyonoth Roberts
Hirai P. Shah
Boris Shurman
** Aleksander Skora
* Marcus Smith
* Colin James Thompson
Tevin Marquise Tucker
*** Lorraine Ulett
Wadler Ulysse
Chukwuma Umeije
** Renee Joy Unverzagt
Robert P. Verrengia
Rafal Wawrzyszko
Nathanial Williams
Yaming Xu
Jason Noel Young
Jing Zhang

Finance
Omar Aguero
Mohammed Kariuki Ali
Alisa A. Amin
** Bryan Amaury Blanco
Sabyd Mauricio Bocanegra
David Francis Brink
Tyler Louden Callahan
Christopher C. Ciumei
Kyle Clementi
Nicole M. Commins
Elizabeth Eid
Robert Jae Filoramo
Yasir T. Iqbal
Patricia Sermina Jannett
Kevin Christopher Koch
Sanah O. Kolani
Manying Lin
Daniel L. Marino
Thomas A. Monto
Nicholas Anthony Montuori
Arasely Nunez
Obinna Ozurumba
Neal Patel
Pratik G. Patel
Taosha T. Patel
* Anthony Vincent Paturzo
Walter Piedrahita
Jenny Reis
** Kyle Andrew Smallze
Elizabeth Regina Smith
Matthew Leonard Sura
* Sunil Tikyani
Anthony Whaley Jr.
Riordan Zhang

Management
Yurani Acevedo
Bukola Deborah Adelakun
Johnathan A. Aguia
Bian Felipe Almeida
John J. Amalfe
Douvis Ambroise
Arisha Anam
Leyda Andujar
* Andrew David Arias, Jr.
Ladan Abubakar Baba
Ndanani
Aime Becerra
Jose Gilberto Benitez
Mohamed Amine
Benkabbou
Louise Rose Berardi
Alex Michael Bergstrom
Pavneel Bhatia
Morgan Patricia Bokenko
** Tyler S. Boscia
Anthony Harry Bragg
Christopher John Brendel
* Kevin Thomas Brennan
Christina Brooks
Catherine Elizabeth Burns
Wayne E. Calderon
** Kenneth John Calderoni
James Cartwright
Jessica Lynn Castiglia
Carmen Elyse Castro
Isabel Caviedes
Emanuel Ceballo
Antonio Francesco Cetta
Christina M. Conover
Carlos B. Cordon
Michael Anthony Costa
Andrew James Craig
Quintin Tyrell Davis
Veridiana Schneider Dietz
Lauren Ashleigh English
David P. Falzarano
** Carlos H. Fernandes
Lorenzo A. Fuerte
Christine L. Germek
Ksenia A. Getts
Diana Isabel Gomez Duran
Kevin Gonzalez
Jasmine H. Grant
John Grasso
* Abraham Muhe Guama
Sara Emily Hagens
Abanob Gerges Hanna
Matthew Brandon Harper
Austen Henry
Jana Hroncekova
Gea Jose Huertas
Melissa Sue Hurst
Johana E. Intriago
Bria Nicole Jackson
Deven Lee Jones
Julia Elisabeth Karmel
Michael Anthony Katz
Norha Stacey Kavanagh
Taehun Kim
* Balantis C. Kontos
Matthew Ryan Koplitz
Jehon Krivca
Rajat Kumar
Dana Marie LaRue
Dana E. Laute
Alexandria Mahon
Vanessa A. Marques
Vincent Joseph Maurillo
** Solange D. Maza
Michael McCormack
Gabrielle McGivney
Todd McKendrick
* Jaziel Alberto Mendoza
*** Katelyn Patricia Minitelli
Michael V. Minniti
** Andrew G. Morris
Marcos Andres Mujica
Tara L. Mullaney
Jacqueline Nicole Nemeth
Jenny Ortega
Victor Miguel Palaguachi
Daniel Pappas
* Ashna Urvisha Patel
Jeinny Josefina Peguero
*** Tabitha L. Peterson
** Candyce Lee Pettinari
* Emmanuel J. Preval
Ebony N. Raheem
Adriel Reyes
Muhammad W. Riaz
Yosary Rodriguez
Franklin Rosario
Jaekeline Santander
Dieketseng Amelie
Sekonyela
Joseph Peter Serrantonio
Rahul A. Shah
Rahul Hemendra Shah
Michael Thomas Sherman
* Stephan Smith
Zondra Denise Smith
Michael Leonard Solas
Cyjerra D. Stephens
Mariel Mercedes Valdes
Karina Alexandra Velastegui
** Katherine Volquez Tavarez
Stephon Sean White
Robert Lewis Wilborn
Tiffany K. Wilson

Management Science
Dawn M. Amato

Marketing
Mohamed Abdelhamid
Karla Arruda
James S. Bony
** Daniella Bottitta
Cory James Bourque
* Aline Souza Brito
Bekim Bujiari
Lauren Burrell
John V. Calamusu
* Casey James Carothers
Dwain G. Chandler
Kimberly Marie Chipak
Jafreda A. Clegg
Edward Wayne Cook
Stephen Michael Cook
Kyle Andrew Crego
Matthew Thomas Cuciniello
Paola Lorena Cuellar
Morgan Frances Cummings
** Jonathan D’Arcio
Francesca Dorsainville
* Jose Roberto Enriquez
Jessica Lynn Foley
Yesenia Garmider
Michael Paul Gattuso
Ryan Barrett Goodman
Michael Stephen Hutt
* Daniel Dias Jacinto
Arta Kadrijaj
Kristen Kosh
Manshi Lin
*** Marissa Marie Martino
Joshua D. McCarthy
Anthony Michael McGuire
Tiffany Alexa Medina
* Katelyn Erin Meyers
Silvia Montemuino
Samiyrah Ayesha
Muhammad

College of Education
Bachelor of Arts

Early Childhood Education
Marietta Alexandropoulos
Katherinne Berrio
* AnnMarie Carlucci
Stephanie Ferreira Costa
*** Lauren Kreidler Cuddy
** Rebecca Lynne Dagnall
* Alexandra Day
*** Dana Elizabeth DeNorscio
* Jillian Beth Flores
Erica Elizabeth Furman
* John Andrew David
Astrero Magbanua
** Cristina Malavarez

Jennifer Navarro
Shannon Alyssa Pruett
*** Mariella Clare Trogani
** Stephanie Valencia
** Myrlande Jasmine Wilson
** Katarzyna Wojcik

Elementary Education
Kyle Joseph Albin-Szumowski
** AnnMarie Angela Angelone
Diana Boychuk
Kerine Natoya Belgrave
** Erica Marie Centrelli
* Abigail Chang
Jennifer Heather Conner
Amanda D’Ariano
* Jaclyn Lee Dancsecs
* Danielle Nicole Davis
Andrew Deegan
Natalie Marie Dinis
Eliana Garcia Escobar
Jessica Chambers Feehan
Richard Garcete
*** Amanda Marie Garcia
Kelly Graham
Denise Andrea Grisales
Kara Nicole Hans

* Jassyel Mercedes Infante
Kelley Ann Katona
** Melissa Danielle King
Stephanie Ann Leitner
Kara Lynn Mason
*** Meagan-Ashley Menza
* Jasmin Morales
* Brian K. Mueller
Amy Rose Gates Nassar
* Stephanie Noriega
*** Edward L. Novak
** Rachel Merissa Palmer
* Teresa Marie Pandolfo
Rachel Ellen Patterson
*** Samantha Rose Pellegrino

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
Katie Elizabeth Quintero
Nicole Janet Sheridan
* Ariana Soto
* Caitlin Jessica Spatz
Daniela Maite Urquizo
* Julie Alexandra Van Hook
** Alli Kallynn Voigt
Elizabeth Alexandria Wuelfing
** Dana Rae Zerrenner

** Physical Education

*** Bobbi Anne Aker
Boris W. Analuisa
Sebastian Omar Baison
John Anthony Bernaski
Morgan Breanne Burke
Christopher David Byrne
** Caleb Correa
Erin Katherine Creighton
Michael Brian Custidiano
* Tina Marie DeFalco
** Lauren M. Fellner
*** Nelson Rego Ferreira
Isaac Antonio Flores
Michael Vincent Fox
* Sean Edward Gleason
** Scott Robert Johnsen, Jr.
Christopher Heinz Judge
* Aaron J. Mackenzie
** Jillian Carol Mahon
Andrea M. Martinez
Eric Ian McKee
Michael Joseph Merlo
** Brian Milbauer
Donald Christopher Montefusco
Brittany Ann Morgan
** Brittany Faye Morrone
Adam Ilon Moss
** John A. Nye
Andrew Anthony Pannella
Jimmy Junior Pineda
** Diana Theresa Ragusa
Tyler B. Smarslok
* Timothy Allen Steward
* Marija Ulic
Elyssa Esther Vega-Hernandez

** Vincent J. Vizzi
Paul V. Volcy
Christopher J. Weir
Shaun Michael Woerner
** Kerry Lynn Yorkanis

Recreation Administration
Laura A. Aguilar
* Jessica Marie Araneo
Christine Marie Arway
** Alexandra Nicole Avarino
** Zissel Leah Brown
Lunike Fleura Cadeau
*** Nicole Michele Cassano
Courtney Simone Cottle
Jim W. Cuevas
** Rebecca Anne Domenichini
* Lorraine Etel
Jillian Empeno
Shante M. Esdale
Marco Antonio Galindo
* Kathryn D. Giaclette
*** Sarah Marie Hammeran
Ashley Lynn Jackowski
** Marielle Lindsey LaDuca
** Michael Frederick Liming
** Lauren L. MacDermant
** Jennifer Malinak
*** Lorraine McGrath
Theresa Marie Marguart
Giovanna M. Mercurio
** Kyle Brandon Nelson
Cara Emily Parker
Renata Amanda Persaud
Esther Pierre
** Melinda Sue Pricken
** Elizabeth Vanderbilt
Ratcliffe
Andrea Kristen Retana
Chelsea Devyn Siek
Jennifer M. Tricarico
* Ana Julia Vento
Zoraida Pacheco Veras
Daniel Hughes Wollman
Michael J. Woomer
Taylor Noreen Zukoski

Spanish
Elsy Noemy Alvarado
Claudia Mabel Avila
** Rosalba Calderon
** Giovanna Enciso
Rossy Emanuella Galvan
** Antonella Guillermone
* Liz Johana Henao
Migdalia Lira
* Karina Lopez
Alejandro Mejia
Raysa Pena
Linda Cristol Perez
Laurie Leigh Rosado
** Elizabeth Ruiz
Special Education
*** Jenna Marie Alexander
* Cristina Abigail Andrade
** Danielle Lynn Barakat
** Peter Anton Bilgrav Jr.
Amanda Kate Bowker-Paster
** Jude Thaddeus Bruton
Juliana Burns
* Arielle Nicole Cariffe
* Kelly Ann Condron
** Christina Ann Cornacchia
*** Stephanie M. Da Silva
** Amanda Dakin
*** Maureen Ann Dalton
* Elizabeth Noel Darabrant
Laura Ann DeCarlo
Catherine Detres
Victoria Lee Dinis
Ana Maria Feijoo
* Malissa Fernandes
** Jenna M. Franchio
Cassandra Elizabeth Goncalves
* Carin L. Hardish
** Danielle M. Jackson
*** Eileen Early Jinks
** Eileen Nicole Lanaras
* Julie Anne Lima
** Chelsey Lynne McCallum
Megan Ryan Miller
* Kimberly Ann Morek
** Samantha Michelle Niziolek
* Jeffrey Dean Nutt
* Jocelyn Ived Orellana
** Courtney Ruth Parker
Kyle William Pollard
* Alexandra Marie Reilly
** Marcia Roll Reilly
Lauren Ashley Rodriguez
* Jaclyn Marie Roos
** Lacey Alyssa Shan
Stacey Anne Sinclair
JoAnn Smith-Kellon
Stephanie Marie Soares
* Catarina Martins Tavares
Natalie C. Tsiopanis
*** Courtney Leigh Valeriani
* Kenia Lissett Villar
Jane Sanchez Wasyiak
*** Chelsea Frances Work
* Chelsea Lynn Wyjas

Speech and Hearing
*** Rochelle Bakman
* Jennifer Marie Bara
Jessica Monique Barreiro
Lisa Ann Birritteri
** Megan Louise Bodtmann
Kimberly Debra-Ann Brower
* Joseph T. Carbonaro
* Stephanie M. da Costa
Kristyn DiCostanzo
Nora Ashraf Elsaied
*** Silvia Gabriela Garces
Alexandra Oliveira Gil
*** Karina Nicole Gonzalez
* Marissa Grossman
* Maria Romanivna Hrechynsky
*** Naila Khatri
Noelle C. Lee-Turner
* Zenzile Amunet Liggins
* Geena O. Macalindong
*** Jacqueline Lee McNulty
Meghan Mary Mitchell
Alyssa Marie Montenegro
* Judiel A. Nebalasca
Jessica Lynn Pascalli
* Joanna N. Sai
* Czarina Sarah de Leon
Samaniego
* Isabella Nicole Santos
Megan Kathleen Sawyer
*** Shelly Soloveychik
*** Heather Brittany Vilardi
* Martina Tadros Wasef
Sheyla Kemille Williams
Bachelor of Science
Athletic Training

David Bermudez
Heather Carinne Cohen
* Carlie K. Elmer
Ana Catarina Ferreira
Vincent John Fruscella
Kelley Alyssa Hawriluk
Chidi Uzoamaka Ike
* Thomas Sean Kemmerle
Jaelynn A. Lee
* James Michael Lee
** Karen Marie Lippyane
Carli Rae McMorrow
Atanes A. Meronuli, Jr.
* Ronald D. Meza
Daniel T. Neiper
* Iavana L. Parker
* Shelby Lynn Pedersen
*** John Angelo Placca
Sarah Catherine Rodman
* Cristina Beatrice Seffrin
Quentin Tyler Smalls

College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Bachelor of Arts

Communication
Bonita Abakah
Jillian Alexander Abdul
Nauvelly Abreu
Marlene Alcius
Mike Amaya
Angelica Amigon
Sonja Graciela Aquije
Alexander Asinobi
*** Violet Berisha
George William Blum
** Brianna Christine Bonds
Kenneth J. Bradley, Jr.
Tasia Lamor Bynes
Junior LeJeune Calixte
Gabriella Caloiero
Christopher J. Carlo
** Joy Chinonyelum Chukuka
Wayne Chris Clark
Brentnol A. Clarke
Vincent J. Coladonato
Ruby Contreras
*** Stacey Ann Cooney
** Erika P. Cortes
Sade Cox
Jasmin Shanice Coy
Samantha Elizabeth Crotty
Christina H. Davila
* Michael J. De Man
Jennifer Aileen Deligne
Alfred Dobson, Jr.
Malcolm Evans
Erica Figueiredo
Ryan Edward Firestone
* Julio Angel Garcia
Jasmyn Alexis Gardner
Lachelle S. George
Phillip Giannino
Lindsey Paige Ginsberg
Allison Patricia Goetsch
Jenna L. Greene
Linda Ann Hanford
Gregory Alan Harleston
Josue David Hernandez
Wayne Anthony Hinds
Milana Inotaev
Trevor Anthony Jahnke
Diana Mercedes Jimenez
* Char-Asia T. Johnson
Dominique Patrice Jones
Zaida Jones
Vartenie Kachichian
*** Joseph Andrew Katulak
Samantha B. Kelly
Evan Ross Klein
Emily Margaret Kuhn
* Bryan Christopher Kuriawa
* Matthew James Larue
Alyssa Marie Lecese
Gerald Xavier Lima
* Erika Mariella Julissa
Linares Munar
** Madison Louise Lopez
Stephanie Elizabeth Louis
** Daniella Macolino
Jenna Marie Marquez
** Colleen Mae McGovern
Felicia A. Mulhearn
* Ruth E. Objio Oliyares
Linda Cristina Ojeda
Olumakinde A. Ojutiku
Nicholas Thomas Orlando
Tanvir Pasha
Michael William Patterson
*** Jillian M. Perera
Cynthia Denise Porta
* Trey Jordan Powell
** Danielle Lauren Quaglia
Allysa Restaino
Michael J. Riccio
Daniel John Richter
* Paul R. Ritchey
** Rachel Noemi Rivera
Daija Wydia Robinson
** Dennis Rolando Rojas
*** Cori Lynne Saunders
JoAnne Maria Segreto
Daniel J. Shust
Nathaniel Hillel Sietz
*** Nicole E. Sigur
Alana Sosa
** Shiori M. Strauss
Luke Bryan Sussex
Karan Talwar
** Casey Anne Thompson
Daniel Velandia
* Alexandra Marie Ventura
** Dominique Iyuone Vinas
* Janine Voegt
Joseph John Voto
Jamaela D. Waits
Raven Tyranny Whitehead
India Whitfield
Zachary Williams
Ashley Lauren Wilson
* Tonji Wimberley
** Alex Mitros Wisniewski
Kaitlyn E. Zolli
* Kyle G. Zullo
William Dirk van Ingen, IV

Economics
Arlene Agramonte
James J. Forker
Archie Marcellus Jackson
Marc Christopher
Neeranjan
Romaine A. Powell
Anthony B. Wright
** Justin Thomas Zajac
Adil Zia

English
Mariam Abouhaib
Jennifer M. Alvarez-Otero
*** Andrea Geraldo Arevalo
* Mark C. Bergen
Travis Blau
** Jessica Rose Brenner
** Joshua Anthony Caporale
Christopher J. Caprino

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
Bachelor of Science
Psychology/Psychiatric Rehabilitation

Marcia Paola Calle
*** Christine M. Colon

Sociology

** Vanessa Ahearn
Jennifer Ajam
Felicia A. Anderson

** Meredith Baffuto
Safa Maher Basidq
Yekeiry Caba
Britney Nicole Canton
Henry Anthony Carrillo
Matthew Adam Clerk
Randall Dayton Cogar
Jesse Collins III

Kelly Cumberbatch
Elijah Drayton, Jr.
William Wayne Exner, Jr.

Lauren Fantasia
Allison Lynn Fein
Dimitri D. Grant

Henriella C. Griffin
Jessica Lillian Hall
Shanda Lanice Harris
Kim Renee Solomon

Hernandez
Ralph H. Hinton, Jr.

* Arsola Santos Hooper
Thomas Ibiang
Bianca Iferika
Jessica Marie Jackson
Jaimee Nicole Jones
Melissa M. Kieffer
Tamara Theodore Labbe
Diana Molly Mandel
Sherrin Mathew

* Raquel D. Gonzalez

Nicole Danielle McKinney
Matthew James Miele
Joseph Mieses
Stephany Minaya
Al’nisa Lean Morrell
Tara Rose Nirappel
Feyishakin Surat Omolola
Deisy M. Ortega
Corin Marie Pascual

** Emily Ann Pawlowski
* John Michael Provaznik
*** Marthajean Smith Rioux

* Alyce Y. Sanders
Gabriel Marquis Scott
Harmohinder Singh
Teairah Jene Spencer
Tamara Sarah Tompkins
Katrina Marie Valdivia
Nicole Concetta Weeks
Julianne Nicole Wildrick
Danielle Cheryl Wolf
Dino J. Zaccagna

Bachelor of Arts

College of Natural, Applied and Health Sciences

Biology

* Jakub Jan Adach
Rocio Anguiano

** Andrew Arredondo
Chinwe Henrietta
Asiegbulem
Mitchell Badua
Gisselle Margot Baluarte
Godson Barthelus
Kofi Boadi

** Brian Martin Boland
* Carolina Bonilla
Julianne Doris Braun

Wendy Cano
Natalia Carvajal
Junior F. Cesar
Sharell N. Council-Brown
Melissa Rose Crystal
Alyssa Marie Cuellar
Alexis M. D’Aloisio

* Cheryl V. Dana
Erik James Davidson

Giovanni Delgado
Reshma R. Devnani
Karimah Ayana Douglas
Mohamed Ahmed Elkhalat

Ayatt Elmahalawy
Sharif Elmenchawy

* Elise Fineza
Steven L. Fonseca
Victor A. Freitas

Tanya Ledesma Gaston
Richard Pineda Gobencion
Maria Gonzalez

Rona Hakaj
Allan Peter Hanson, Jr.
Cheryll M. Hart
Christian L. Holandez

Michael P. Holden, Jr.

Ashley Nicole Howell
Brandon Hulusiya
Kingsley Irabagogo
Imhomoh
Melissa Jasmine Jackson
Rebecca Jean-Baptiste

** Hirra Khan
Hadeer S. Kherata
Stephanie Cynthia Kodia
Samantha Lynn LaRocca
Alexis Nicole Larson

* John A. Lopez
Mayra A. Lopez
Yair Jose Lopez  
Alana Michelle Lukas  
Luisa Maria Manzanilla-Duran  
Alexandra M. Marflak  
* Kristen Nicole Mattia  
* Jonnathan Matute  
Jessica Lynne McElroy  
Yostina Meleika  
Daniel Merceus  
Edgar K. Mogoba  
Lais Fernanda Motta  
Juan Munoz  
Elizabeth M. Ojugo  
Ikenna J. Okonkwo  
Arvid Bryan Pagsanjan  
* Anisha Patel  
Hardini Patel  
Payal Ramesh Patel  
Priyean K. Patel  
*** Vrajesh Ashokkumar Patel  
Nia Simone Phillips  
Carol Susan Raa  
Adrian Santiago Remache  
Nicholas Joseph Resciniti  
* Michelle Restrepo  
** Rebecca Robbins  
Stephanie Elizabeth Rogers  
* Maritha Lucyana Saldarriaga  
Britney E. Sinkor  
Thomas Spiewak  
Oneisha Valencia Thomas  
Constantine Nnanyereugo Ugwumadu  
*** Michael William Van Orden  
** Michael A. Veltre  
Elvis D. Vera  
Marisabel D. Veras  
Hiltrude Zamar  
Kaitlyn Marie Zeringo  
Chemistry  
Kwadwo Agyapong  
Nathalie Arbieto  
Nilam D. Domadia  
Monique Jean Drugas  
Angela Maria Estevez  
Robert C. Marsden  
Milene Nkouamen Mbiana  
Evelyn Vandyke Olanipekun  
Douglas P. Powell  
Jesus A. Rojas, Jr.  
Earth Science  
* Aileen Marie Rose Bally  
* Jonathan Sterling Davidson  
Katherine Anne Hawkins  
David Joseph Kuban  
Tom A. Lockyer, Jr.  
Gerald Reed Raymon  
Mathematical Sciences  
** Tricia N. Alleyne  
Aisha Hai Alston  
* Demi Nicole Burke  
Alexander M. Byrd  
Christian Fernando Calixto  
Sabrina M. Gagliucci  
Angelica Rachel Garcia  
Edward Eugene Hickey  
Sayris Horta-Perez  
Roderick Jean  
Sean Robert McKee  
Daniel J. Melando  
Ryan Miller  
Pierre Milord  
Shereen H. Morris  
Andres Felipe Mosquera  
*** Korie F. Padron  
Miriam A. Penafiel  
Lisa M. Rasmussen  
Janessa Reynoso  
Nicole Jennifer Rivera  
Daniel Anthony Santiago  
** Christa Marie Spisso  
Michael Walter Wikander  

Bachelor of Science

Biology
Isioma Vanessa Agoh  
Claribel Alvarez  
* Katherine Andrade  
Ahmed Mohsen Attia  
Christopher Joseph Barsatan  
George Moheb Elbatity  
* Courtney Featherman  
** Melanie Silva Fernandes  
Martha Angelica Flores  
Peta-Gaye Graham  
Kristen M. Iorio  
** Willan F. Jumbo  
*** Rohith Kothakapu  
* Evan G. Mast  
* Matildeis Medina  
Nishit Rakesh Mody  
Andrew Morcos  
Michael Richard Muccia  
*** Anyelina Esther Nunez  
** Olayode Owoade  
Jason Patel  
Jiggar Prakash Patel  
Roshani Patel  
Tanya Linette Rincon  
*** Nida Saleem  
Jessica Patrice Thompson  
Theodore Paul Thompson  
Luis Felipe Vargas  
Vishal Verma  
Chemistry  
Jose H. Pozo  
** Eida Saleem  
Clinical Laboratory Science  
Urszula Szpernoga  
Computer Science  
Zain Ahmed  
Jorge Daniel Aranguena  
Albert C. Banks  
Adriana Carolina Castro  
Henry Choque  
Kwame Eshun  
Shanessa Chanel Foster  
*** Joseph R. Galindo  
Briana Nicole Gilbert  
Andres A. Gomez  
* Jared D. Kohr  
Jason Lescano  
Justin Ryan Li  
Ronald A. Lopez  
*** Jeremy Charles McAllister  
Katherine Andrea Pineda  
Michael C. Roxbury  
Brany David Suero Benitez  
Yi Yang  
** Kevin Zaki  
Earth Science  
Michael P. Szczepanski  
Health Information Management  
Manuel Joseph Acevedo  
Idayat Aminu  
Christina Angela Bacino  
** Darlene Ann Brigo  
Karen Simmons Cooper  
Chohee Kim  
Claire C. Nwachukwu  
* Karen Jameelah Odom  
Maureen M. Saleeb  
Jennifer Renee Woolery  
Information Technology  
Qudus Bolaji Anjolaiya  
Christian Daniel Bedon  
Duvan Carmona  
Ryan Patrick Curran  
John Ryan Kolibas  
Michael Daniel Larkin  
Jamie Lee Mercado  
Medical Technology  
Kinjal Patel  
Ronak Patel  
Sustainability  
* Rafael Jose Nunez  

* cum laude  
** magna cum laude  
*** summa cum laude
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Jennifer A. St. John
*** Chezy Lynne Carino Abad
Mary Otorh Abue
*** Joyce Marie Andreski
Eucharia N. Anthony
* Obiageri Ihuoma Anyanwu
* Christine Meridien Blaise
Juana Maria Buerdo
Linda M. Calise
Glennys Ildaura Chavez-Tambo
Jessica L. Cullen

Christina Marie Devito
Karen M. Dipietro
* Selma M. Domingos
** Simone Domingos
Stella N. Ejekwu
JoAnn Everett
Esther Agbonma Eweh
Aliya Fayazi
*** Nahyr Massiel Felix
Dru Clair Flynn
Andre Ignacio
Samantha Jacqueline Jackson
Jacqueline Keen
Christine Paula Kinsaul
Jane M. Kron
Ester Levyash
Dana Teresa Mercado
Magtuloy
Aimee Corinne Maloney
Mitzi Renee Misuraca
*** Soraya Moreno
Patricia P. Murgolo
** Evelyn Aracely Murillo
Victoria Igorevna Nieves

* Mercy Ocasio
** Lydia Nkochi Osuji
Tara Ann Rostron-Lorenz
Cindy Lee Stagg
Valerie Tabano
Nancy E. Trione
Henri Ebhodaghe Ugboh
Shama Vhora
** Candace Eileen Wegryznek
Tjameika Younger

College of Visual and Performing Arts

Bachelor of Arts

Art History
*** Gabriella N. DeBonis

Fine Arts
** Whitney Denise Baylor
** Paula Marie Cox
Christopher John Faughnan
Musheerah H. Harris
Nysha S. James
Natasha M. Jawahir
Ji Sun Lee

** Melinda Luciano
Amarilis Ivelisse Martinez
Mayra Orellano-Ramos
Alexandra Parker
* Cathleen Marie Stevens
** Karen D. Villamar
* Christine Zingalis

Music
Rui Miguel Arrojado
Encarnacion Barroso
** Martin L. Giorgieff

*** Farrell James Guarnaccio
Matthew J. Riley
Music Education
Connor Michael Coffey
Anthony Competello
*** Kyle Hill
** Catherine Sabogal
*** Francis Vincent Scarano
Elizabeth Kathryn Schoenknecht

Theatre
Michelle Estefania Aldaz
Douglas Mark Fogel
*** Jonathan Peter Kwiatkowski
Matt Goddard Lyng
Aaron D. McMillan
*** Melissa D. Rand
* Carolyn Marie Vicari
Ashlee Kathryn Warren

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Graphic Design
* Yasmin Amatur-Rashid
Juan Bazan
Triana Imani Braxton
Brittany Nashe Burgess
Isabel Hortencia Calero
Melanie J. Chennells
Daniel Cruz
* Michael Robert DeBisco

*** Max B. Friedman
** Samantha Gabrielle Garcia
Brian A. Gargano
*** John J. Grisales
** Margaret Grzymkowski
** David K. Haase
Kiley Ann Hanran
Earl Dwayne Hickson Jr.
* Bianca Nichole Hughes
Samantha Maria Izurieta
Jonathan Adam Li
** Rene M. Lopez
*** Alexa Rebecca Matos
** Brian J. Maya
* Jaime Ryan Mazauskas
*** Evan Michael Mazzarella
*** Sean Dennis McCloskey
* Jeffrey D. Norris

Brittany Elaine Nutt
Marlyn Arlet Pena Sanchez
Travis Phillip Platter
* Lauren Ruth Rosales
Dennis Stanley Sanchez
* Sarah Beth Stroger
* Lukasz Supel
Lillianna Vazquez
Chanell Jasmine Wellington
Stacey Michele Williams

**Interior Design**
Carla Alves
Chelsea Noelle Banks
Patricia Lynn Bastidas
Marissa Ruth Bovill
*** Alana Marie Cimaglia
Priscila Alexandra Coronel
Dalina A. Cruz
Melissa Maria Flores
*** Kimberly Viveiros Gomes
Melissa Margaret Helmstetter
* Rachel Lynne Johnson
** Yuliya A. Lisacheva

Colleen Mary McElhearn
** Elizabeth Ann Huff-McGrath
** Wanda Licelotte Murtha
*** Ha Nhat Nguyen
* Maria A. Oses
*** Hemina J. Patel
* Cristina Perez
* Alexa Stephanie Petratos
Monica Yazmin Pineros
Dana Holly Puhl
Cynthia Sarria
Amanda Michelle Schwarz
Yolanda Rodriguez Toledo
** Kylie Rae Vaughn-Kuehl
** Kathryn L. Wambah

* John Anthony Marcelli
Kevin R. Mulholland
** Elisabeth Ann Priese

* Bryan Joseph Rispoli
* Jair Steven Ruiz
** Matthew David Steele

James Tsipas
** Joseph D. Wagner

New Jersey Center for Science, Technology and Mathematics

**Bachelor of Science**

*Science and Technology*

*** Beatrice Cappuccia
** Michael Joseph Criscitello
Christopher Michael Cuesta
** Ronald O’ Driscoll Dunn
Coral Elizabeth Kennedy

* Julie Elizabeth Lezak
*** Alyse Ann Poggiali
James Matthew Rasimowicz
*** Joana E. Sa

* Tilanke Navin
Samananayake
*** Elizabeth Ann Sandford
** Rodney Castro Sena
*** Maureen Ellen Stephen

Katherine A. Thomas
Brandon E. Tobal
Anthony Torres
Maria Yousef

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
Degree Candidates for August 2015
College of Business and Public Management

Bachelor of Arts

Criminal Justice
Adebola T. Adeedeji
* Carlos A. Alfonso
* Ruben Darío Arce
Zaniyah T. Beachum
Cristian Fernando Castillo
Nikita D. Cherry
Peter Jason Cuevas
Mark Stephen Delurey
Erica Duverne

Irlanda Stefany García
Mark Anthony Loyd, Jr.
Andres Made
* Nicole Arrais Marques
Frank J. Martuscelli
Daniel P. Mooney
Michael G. Oglesby
* Andrés Felipe Orozco
Daniel Lucas Park
Danielle M. Petrosky

Sergio Sanchez
Sukhjit Sandhu
Jalen Alonzo Smith
Johanna Sotelo
** Noe Vargas
Anthony Oneal Watts, Jr.

Public Administration
Carmen Laura Atangara

Bachelor of Science

Accounting
Joycelyn A. Acheampong
Rasheeda A. Anibaba
Ahmad Kamal Anwar
Erinson Ronal Baez-Ovalle
Orin C. Bazilio
Lissette Cano
* Deborah Lee Cardona
Harvir Dhanoa
Travis Michael Faulks
Alexander Luis Figueiredo
Alexander Da Luz Gaedke

* Lisa García
** Erica Ray Hayes
*** Lorraine Hernandez
Albert Hong
Sara Jawed
Bret D. Maher
Kinsky Meriant Mora
Dimitrious Myers
Latoya Marlene Myers
Rosa E. Palpan

Avani C. Patel
Nisha Sandeep Patel
Leighton Delano Peart
Ibraheem Akintunde
Raheem
Abdul Baath Shariah
Jarvis Hardy Stembridge, Jr.
Nathalia Uribe Gomez
Sehannon Violet Yodice

Finance
* Ashley Nicole Canelao
* Samantha Marie Casterlin
Hassan Elkashif
Kevin Daniel Galazin
Ryan Daniel Goldmann
Karishma Mansukhani
Hoang Khanh Phuong
Nguyen
Krunal A. Patel
Jaroslaw Stankiewicz
Kyree Kevin Tyson-Jones

Sergio Sanchez
Sukhjit Sandhu
Jalen Alonzo Smith
Johanna Sotelo
** Noe Vargas
Anthony Oneal Watts, Jr.

Management
Brenton John Anderson
Joshua M. Amabile
Kyrian Nnaemeka Anike
Albert Asiama
Michelle Georgia Balfour
Tanisha N. Barry
** Francis Arthur Basilio
Alex Monteiro Cacoilo
Kristen N. Calavano
Jeffrey Castillo
Carlos B. Cordon
Jessey Eduardo Diaz
Gabriella A. Gerace
Brian Kelsey Groggaard
Kerish Moraise Harnett
Keyquan Hepburn
Claudia Paola Herrera
Ryan Forrest Kennedy
Anam Tariq Khan
Milena Joanna Materna
Jia D. McRae
Hamad Mohyuddin

Yolisse Sophia Carattini
Aenyae T. Chapman
Robert Richard Liedtka
Alexis F. Luna
Jerome Myers
Patrick Nicewicz
Brendan O’Shea
Joshua Lord Anthony
Permaul
Thomas Joseph Werner

Marketing
Daniel Scott Barbera
Dung Ngoc Do
Katherine Elizabeth Hill
** Bret Andrew Kobylka
Michael Wolff
College of Education

Bachelor of Arts

** Early Childhood Education
Kaydy Millasaky
Cynthia Michelle Raymondi

** Elementary Education
Edward W. DeMarchi
Erin Carol Lawlor
Lindsay Caitlin Nalepa
Franciny Nunez
Michele Frisina
Andres Gallego
Marissa C. Gress
Gabriel Hurtado
Lucas Kallinosis
Meghan E. Loveland
Michael Magnifico
Kayla-Simone McKelvey
Samael Medy
Jessica Lynn Murawski
Tyler Joseph Nadolny
Jennifer Prieto
Kelsey Leigh Salin
Vincent John Schifini
Michael Skrec
Ashley Lynn Slate
Paul Sykes
Ryan Julius Wilkerson
Jonathan Fredrick Wortman

** Recreation Administration
Julia Marie Cabrera
Greg Diaz
Crystal Isabel Ferreiro
Nicholas T. Fuentes
Xavier Isaiah Fuller
Francesca Giase
Sara Claire Keffer
Sofiya Alexandra Litman
Neil A. Mastrobuono, Jr.
Ryan Anne Mickens
Luz D. Posso
Damarys A. Solano
Ross Jason Talbert
Kehaulani Lauren Vegas

** Spanish
Georgina Campoverde
Sandra De La Roca
Katherine Xiomara Idrovo
Awilda Paulino
Yessica Maria Varela

** Special Education
Christina Margaret Blair
Alexandra Lynn DeAmicis
Ghann Elshiekh
Krystal Lee Foldi
Victoria E. Hayes
Kristina Gabrielle Jewkes
Adam Fillip Krisso
Dana Lauren Large
Malenny N. Perez
Lizette Nicole Posada
Ashley Angelica Prata
Melanie Marie Rodrigues
Daniel Serrano

** Speech and Hearing
Dana Elizabeth Bartone
Jennifer D. Baudendistel
Christianna J. Blue
Samantha Irene Bonaparte
Jessica Lynn Geniton
Joao F. Simoes

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

** Communication
Joseph Ancheta
Areef F. Atanda
Timothy Awojobi
Carla Nicole Baylor
Joel Dixon Bierwas
Vera Marie Boateng
Elizabeth C. Bracey
John Joseph Brooks
Andrea L. Cirillo
Briana Rene Curtis
Kia Deadwyler
Marcel Amer Delaney
Coretta L. Edwards
Sharyn Freindlich
Donya Green
Joshua Nolan Haimann
Alma Hasanovic
Malcolm LeRoy Hubbard
Andrew James Irving
Jasmine Arianna Isaacs
Michelle Antoniette
Jameson
Petrovik Jason
Ryan Patrick Kelly
Ashley Teniola Kolawole
Gianna Marciano
Colin James Maxwell
Infini Rose-Anna McNeill
Jose Luis Morales
Ebony Monique Oliver
Terrence Marvin Piercy
Annarose Pierre
Adria Janelle Powell
Jolene Marie Reale
Andres Humberto Servello

** Economics
Emmanuel O. Iheanacho
Rodrigo Jordao Perdigoto

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
Bachelor of Science
Psychology/Psychiatric Rehabilitation

Meghan Marie Arminas
Diana Noboa
Melissa Ann Trujillo
College of Natural, Applied and Health Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Biology
Carlens Adolphe
Cesar Anicama
Cassandana Arthur
Tiffany Kimberly Bailey
Laura Barajas
Chelsea D. Barber
Joyce Andrey Cabrera
Eric Capito
Christine K. Christian
Hermione Corielan
Caroline Nicolette Cwiek
Emmanuela Vanessa Dauphin
Emeka N. Egekenze
Joseph Kevin Freeman
Ivan Gernik
Karen Maria Grisales
Rosa Yenifer Hernandez
Yudali Hernandez Ramos
Yasmine Ayesha Hewitt
Victima Marriling Korgbe
Usman Mahmood
Edwin R. Merchand
Justin B. Nagy
Ariadna Nikoova
Peter Murphy Ojugo
Priya Patel
Rima Patel
Satyam S. Patel
Jessica Lynn Rivera
Emily Rodriguez
Walid Saba
Troy Thomas Sacks
Islam Ahmed Salem
Bibi Sanzar
Yena Shah
Nirali Jaysukhlal Sheth
Joseph Sourial
Jignasha Tailor
Charles Valle
Kora Natasha Williams
Sarah Ann Williams
Shira Hanlon Yerike

Earth Science
Brian J. Ciacciarelli
Courtney Elise Deckenbach
Moninya Denise Jackson

Mathematical Sciences

Computer Science
Daniel Pareja
Corey Nathaniel Stradford

Information Technology
David Carias
Aracelly Mayorga

Medical Technology
Cristian D. Erazo Lillo
Lisbeth Herrera

Sustainability
Patrick John Foley

Bachelor of Science

Biology
Farzan Ahmed
Betsy Carolyn De La Cruz
Rooshan Duff
Dee Dee Adaobi Ibeiku
Julio Manso
Diego Fernando Morales
Melissa Jane Thornhill

Chemistry
Jeremiah A. Agboola
Joyella Ruth Roach
Jimson Senatus

Earth Science
Courtney Elise Deckenbach
Valerie Ann Kernizan

Medical Technology
Cristian D. Erazo Lillo
Lisbeth Herrera

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Yvonne Maria Aaron
Tejumade O. Ademosu
Devon Elisabeth Beasley
Caroll Amanda Belcher
Malabika Bhattacharyya
Yaeram Lee Brown
Augusto C. Cespedes
Maria Suzanne Chornobroff
Tara Clelland
Alexis Marie Contessa
Geraldine Ignacio Contreras
Mariana Crovador
Gadeeja M. Daniels
Julianne Dean
Olena Demchenko
April Irene Fischer
Robetson Fleumond
Ursula Olivia Garris
Sabina Gjonbalaj
Lauren Elizabeth Goralski
Robyn Gray
Karen Ann Haber
Ivanka Kelyman
Chana Z. Kohn
Gonul Kurt
Michael Mauro
Brittany N. McCabe
Mary Montenegro
Jennifer Natale
John Nivar
Martina U. Nwabueze
Jennifer Ann Parker
Amanda Cecilia Peterson
Rawatti Prettypaul
Hafeza Rafiuddin
Hema Riznyk
Jennifer Rosa
Caitlin Sarnicki
Sandra Rosario Schwarz
Ashley E. Siegle
Carra Anne Suppo
Sheena Marie M. Totana
Jaime Lynne Vazquez
Chana Zlotowitz

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** summa cum laude
College of Visual and Performing Arts

Bachelor of Arts

Art History
Abraham Rivera

Fine Arts
Jaimie Marie Bluze
Veronica Luz
Jennifer Porcelli

Music
Rebecca Elizabeth Marrone

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Graphic Design
Kyle Anson Godfrey

*** Margaret Grzymkowski
Pranav Padhiyar

Interior Design
Veronica Nicole
Papenmeier

** Jennifer Patel Rubin
Victoria S. Schlosser
Shelby Dawes Wallace

Bachelor of Industrial Design

Michael Francis Blaine
** Eric T. Bopp

Dominick Michael Cullari
* Alexander V. Lorenca

Nicholas William Tolentino

Fredy Orlando Vasquez

Bachelor of Science

Graphic Communications

Shanequa Laray Rawls
Takia Nicko Tucker

New Jersey Center for Science, Technology and Mathematics

Bachelor of Science

Science and Technology

* Intisar S. Hatcher
Rachel Medina
Board of Trustees
Ms. Ada Morell ’97 – Chair
Mr. Michael D’Agostino – Vice Chair
Dr. Lamont Repollet ’00 – Secretary
Ms. Helyn Payne Baltimore
Dr. Thomas J. Bistocchi
Mr. Robert Cockren, Esq.
Mr. Eugene C. Enlow, Esq.
Mr. Dave Gibbons, Esq.
Mr. John Kean, Jr.
Mr. Douglas Keller
Ms. Linda Lewis
Mr. James S. Simpson
Ms. Barbara Sobel ’71
Mr. Richard F. Trabert
Ms. Rachel Syko – Student Trustee
Ms. Abby Gallego – Alternate Student Trustee
Mr. Joseph Wilf H’09 – Trustee Emeritus
Ms. Audrey M. Kelly – Executive Director to the Board of Trustees
Administration
Dr. Dawood Farahi – President
Mr. Philip Connelly – Executive Vice President for Operations
Dr. Jeffrey Toney – Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Ms. Janice Murray-Laury – Vice President for Student Affairs
Ms. Carla Willis – Vice President for Institutional Advancement and Research
Ms. Susan Kayne – Vice President for University Relations
Ms. Audrey M. Kelly – Executive Director to the Board of Trustees

Mace Carrier
Mr. Patrick J. Ippolito – Elementary, Middle & Secondary Education, College of Education

Class Valedictorian
Ms. Rhonda Grindell ’15

Flag Bearers
Ms. Christina Maria Sigcha – College of Business and Public Management
Ms. Stephanie M. Da Silva – College of Education
Ms. Jaclyn Kelley LaSpata – College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Mr. Vrajesh Patel – College of Natural, Applied and Health Sciences
Ms. Emily Rose Conklin – College of Visual and Performing Arts
Ms. Joana E. Sa – New Jersey Center for Science, Technology and Mathematics
Mr. John J. Grisales – Robert Busch School of Design

Color Guard
Ms. Alyssa Leccese – American Flag
Ms. Ruqayyah Abdullah – New Jersey State Flag
Mr. Casey Michael Kanarkowski – Kean University Flag
The Ceremony

Commencement is the culmination of your university career, the reward for all the years of hard work. The Commencement ceremony is rich in tradition, dating back to the Middle Ages. The ceremony is a formal tribute to you, the graduating student.

The procession is led by the color guard, carrying the American flag as well as the flags of the state of New Jersey and Kean University. Carrying the flags are representatives of the Student Organization of Kean University, Inc. and the Council for Part-Time Students.

The ceremonial mace carrier, the president of the University, members of the Board of Trustees, vice presidents, deans and honored guests then proceed to the platform to see the graduates process. The faculty are following in order of rank and years of service at the University.

Ceremonial Objects

The mace and chain used in Commencement and other ceremonial events were designed by professors Martin S. Buchner and E. Austin Goodwin of the Department of Fine Arts.

The mace, carried by the most senior faculty member, is made of rosewood. It is 5 feet high and weighs 14 pounds. Historically, the mace was a weapon carried in battle by medieval bishops instead of a sword to conform to the canonical rule which forbade priests to shed blood.

The chain, worn by the president, is a symbol of the president’s office. It holds a large silver medallion. Both the mace and the chain bear the University seal.

History

Kean University has undergone many changes during its 160-year history. Founded in 1855, the city of Newark Normal School was dedicated to the training of teachers.

In 1913, the institution came under state auspices and was renamed the New Jersey State Normal School at Newark. It later became New Jersey State Teachers College at Newark and then Newark State College. It became Kean College of New Jersey in 1973 and Kean University on September 26, 1997. Kean’s main campus in Union was purchased in 1954 from the estate of the late United States Sen. Hamilton Fish Kean.
(1886-1941), who operated the Green Lane Farm and constructed the distinctive Norman-Tudor French chateau-style library and stables at the Green Lane entrance. A historic site, the 1790 James Townley House, stands adjacent to the other buildings. The institution moved in 1958 from its building in Newark to its 120 acres in Union. Kean’s 28-acre East Campus in Hillside was purchased in 1981. It is the former site of the Pingry School, a private academy. Today, Kean University also includes the pristine and historic 22-acres of Liberty Hall and Liberty Hall Museum. The university purchased the national treasure from the Kean family in 2007.

**Academic Attire**

Ceremonial garments worn at academic functions take their meaning from the church of the Middle Ages, the original center of Western learning. Distinctive markings on the gown and hood indicate the level and subject area of the degree earned as well as the institution granting the degree.

The hood offers the most information about its owner. The inner lining identifies the institution at which the degree was earned; the velvet trim indicates the major field of study. The length of the hood for the bachelor’s degree is 3 feet; the velvet border is 2 inches; the master’s is 3½ feet in length with a 3-inch-wide border; the doctoral level is 4 feet in length with a 5-inch border.

The gown is usually black with the cut of the garment signifying the level of degree attained, ranging from the relative simplicity of the bachelor’s gown to the velvet panels and bell-shaped sleeves of the doctoral gown.

The cap, or mortarboard, has been adopted by institutions throughout the United States. It is black with black tassels for holders of bachelor’s and master’s degrees. Gold tassels are reserved for those with doctoral degrees and for governing officers of educational institutions and for those graduating with honors and belonging to the honor society Phi Kappa Phi.
The colors of many universities and colleges may be seen at this ceremony. Candidates for degrees in the Class of 2015 and a number of members of the faculty are wearing the Kean University hood, lined in blue and gray. Certain faculty colors are as follows:

- Arts, Letters, Humanities: White
- Economics: Copper
- Education: Light Blue
- Fine Arts: Brown
- Journalism: Crimson
- Law: Purple
- Library Science: Lemon
- Medicine: Hunter Green
- Music: Pink
- Nursing: Apricot
- Philosophy: Dark Blue
- Physical Education: Sage Green
- Science: Bright Gold
- Social Science: Cream
- Social Work: Citron

**Graduation with Honors**

Undergraduate students graduating with a cumulative grade-point average of 3.45 or better, who have completed a minimum of 45 semester hours at Kean (excluding credits earned on a pass/fail basis) are recognized with honors upon completion of the final semester.

- Summa cum laude: 3.85-4.00
- Magna cum laude: 3.65-3.84
- Cum laude: 3.45-3.64

Anticipated honors are noted in the program. The honor is based upon the grade-point average at the completion of the fall semester.
Countries Represented by our Candidates for Graduation

Kean is steadfast in its dedication to maintaining an educational environment in which diversity flourishes. Each year, many students who hail from countries outside of the United States find themselves welcome on our campus as they pursue their college degrees. These scholars enrich our student body with their unique social, linguistic and cultural backgrounds, and in turn, expand their own horizons through their educational experiences in the United States.

This year, international students from the following countries and territories are graduation candidates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Trinidad &amp; Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>Uruguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Commencement Committee 2015

Paul DiNero - Co-Chair
Lindsay Gambini - Co-Chair
Audrey Kelly - Co-Chair

Valerie G. Winslow - Co-Chair
Kenneth Wolpin - Co-Chair
John Wooten - Co-Chair

Mushaheeda Abdul-Baasit
Jessica Adams
Taneya Adams
Lisia Aikens
Donna Alexander
Wendy Alvarado
Noura Amer
Judy April
Caroline Aquije
Gorety Archelus
Chad Austein
Anna Avendano
Billie Bailey
Melissa Barandica
Gabrielle Belfon
Mitchell Belizaire
Gwendolyn Beloti
Valerie Blanchard
Anson Boory
Katrina Boseman
Boseman Katrina
Jazmin Brooks
Alfred Brown
Jean Brown
Elibelka Bueno
Jailene Burgos
Yojanss Cabreja
Jose Caceres
Jordan Cahill
Arlene Cairns
Rosa Cameli
Dymond Cameron
Nick Capodice
Tori Carr

Marina Carreira
Sarah Carrero
Yenire Chacon
Dawlat Chebly
Blanca Cieri
Ana Claro
Steven Collins
Deanna Columbia
Courtney Conner
Alicia Cooper-Simms
Megan Cruz
Emily Cubilete
Joella Cumberbach
Jason Darling
Daisha Davis
Michael Dinero
Jerry Dix
Wendy Dobrynio
Nigel Donald
Manuel Donelson
Ron Dowdell
Asa Dugger
Michael Dumaine
Allison Edgley
Marlon Escobar
Sandra Espinal
David Farrokh
Melanie Flores
Lauren Foley
Sharon Foushee
Alyice Frankyn Owens
Ana Freire
Ty Gaines
Strawberry Gallagher
Abby Gallego
Dali Gao
Alexander Garcia
Kate Garra
Marianne Gass
Gaelle Gilles
Diana Habib
Sabrina Hamilton
Janette Hart
Stephanie Hawkins
Brandon Henandez
Lucas Henandez
Randy Henningson
William Heyniger
Carmen Holmes
Maria Ingelmo
Nadine James
Melinda Jenkins
Jennifer Kanellis
Julian Kennebrew
Collette Kennedy
Kerryllyn Konecny
Jessica Kramer
Jackie Langley
Elsa Lara
Andrew Lee
Alyssa Leona
Deborah Linder
Alex Louis
Stella Maher
Michael Mangual-Marquez
Norberto Mapoy
Rose Marie Kitchen
Mayda Martinez
Michelle Martinez
Stephen McCarthy
Jon McCue
Mari McDevitt
RoseAnn McKenney
MaryLynn McNamara
Juan Mercado
Akeen Miller
Nicole Mingo-Horton
Paula Muiindi
Issac Newton
Kimalee Nichol-Ford
Marlee Nicolas
Ojilvis Ninez
Kevin Noriega
Walt Oberwanowicz
Aleyyah Oliphant
Josh Palgi
Mukesh Patel
Isaiah Pedroza
Judy Pena
Anais Peralta
Jessica Perez
Amanda Petty
Aliyah Pierce-Perry
JoAnn Pobuta
Pat Powell
Kyle Powell
Jonathan Prins
Marlon Ramtahal
Robert Riccio
Pamela Riley
Marla Rizzolo
Brooke Roderick
Janelle Rodriguez
Robyn Roebuck
Blanca Rosales-Ahn
Lauren Rosenthal
Helena Ross
Grace Sanchez Ferrer
Ilaf Sattar
Sarah Schuchman
Janelle Simmons
Michele Smalls
Scott Snowden
Janice Strassburger
Karen Struthers
Samantha Sweeney
Orlando Taylor
Debra Thomas
Brian Treanor
Palak Vaidya
Jennifer Van Dyk
Valesca Vasquez
Gabrielle Vicdomini
Jeffrey Victor
Carla Vitola
Margaret Walrond
Thomas Walsh
Pat Washington
Jennifer Weingart
Donna Whaley
Julienne Whitten
Imoni Williams
Taylor Williams
Dawn Worley
Linda Yarfi
Claudia Zabielski